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	jQuery is often referred to as the 'write less, do more' JavaScript library. It allows a few clear lines of elegant, well-tested, code to replace many pages of complex hand-coded script, speeding development times and providing substantial cost savings. You will find jQuery 2 Recipes' problem-solution approach to be an excellent value and a feature-packed resource as you begin to include jQuery in your own projects. This book is bursting with fully-worked example recipes showing the core jQuery frameworks (jQuery, jQuery Mobile, jQuery UI) in action. Starting with fundamental principals and progressing to more advanced topics you'll be shown how to make the very best use of jQuery every step of the way. Early on, you'll learn to work confidently with dynamic data and to handle the jQuery events that form the foundation of your application. We'll then build on this foundation to demonstrate how fully working user-interface animations and AJAX data-validation can be constructed within jQuery. We'll show how add-on libraries like jQwidgets can be deployed to create professional quality apps for both the desktop and web with minimal coding. Finally, a full set of debugging and error-handling recipes is included to help you track down bugs and ensure your code is as robust as it can be. What you'll learn This book contains a comprehensive collection of recipes that will help you solve a wide range of jQuery 2.0 problems. Follow working examples of the main features of all three core jQuery frameworks (jQuery, jQuery UI and jQuery Mobile) in action. See how to integrate jqWidgets into your application effectively. Learn the techniques to create and implement custom animations and effects using
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Developing ASP ComponentsO'Reilly, 1999

	
		The popularity of Microsoft's Active Server Pages (ASP) technology is growing rapidly. Part of the reason is ASP's flexibility: the output of ASP scripts is most commonly HTML, which is included in the text stream returned to the client, making it a convenient way of creating browser-independent web content. But an additional...
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College Algebra in Context (4th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012


	College Algebra in Context is designed for a course in algebra that is based on data

	analysis, modeling, and real-life applications from the management, life, and social

	sciences. The...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Special Edition (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
ASP.NET allows web sites to display unique pages for each visitor rather than  show the same static HTML pages. The release of ASP.NET 2.0 is a revolutionary  leap forward in the area of web application development. It brings with it a  wealth of new and exciting built-in functions that reduce the amount of code  you'll need to write for even...
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Computer Forensics: Hard Disk and Operating Systems (Ec-Council Press Series : Computer Forensics)Course Technology PTR, 2009


	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent

	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers, better known

	as black hats, are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and...
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Ansible: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Among the many configuration management tools available, Ansible has some distinct advantages—it’s minimal in nature, you don’t need to install anything on your nodes, and it has an easy learning curve. This practical guide shows you how to be productive with this tool quickly, whether you’re a developer...
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JavaScript Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Much has changed since the first edition of JavaScript Step by Step was written in 2007. The underlying JavaScript specification received a major update; Microsoft released Windows Internet Explorer 8—and now 9 (which is about to be released as I write this); JavaScript development frameworks have matured and are now ubiquitous; and...
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